“80% of human behaviour is shaped by role models.
Much of it subconsciously. Like all mammals do.”
Dr. Gary Slutkin, www.cureviolence.org
Copy-paste. This is really bad for districts dominated by domestic and gang violence. This
is where this effect has been studied and proven. But this natural law is at work everywhere!
It is catastrophic for an unsustainable society, in which neither parents, neighbours, peers
and teachers, decision-makers, icons or celebrities qualify as inhabitants and co-creators
(hero/ines) of a peaceful, sustainable, thriving civilization - but convey the meme-, feel- and
behaviour sets of broken, defunct, unsustainable societies on the highway to large-scale
species extinction and cvilizational collapse. This includes well-meaning mainstream and
educational media. This is why despite fourty years of green and women friendly information
based appeals in media have achieved very little. And the big picture is getting worse.
Role models have effect, even if they are imaginary. Most historic personalities are imaginary
- or have you met and walked with Gandhi and Jesus Christ? Music and sports idols evoke
something inside us through pure imagination. They put kids on a path of determination.
When they put on that shirt, they shift from backyard play to suffering in sports club training.
Also adventure novel hero/ines have massive effect. Reading Harry Potter, Lord of the Rings
evokes precious hero feelings inside (many) of us. Lothlorien and Harry’s Patronus even
give us a feeling of the “sacred” in a society that has gotten all confused by distorted religions.
The point is to not switch back to boring when we close the book, but to sustain, kindle and
live those feelings also in real life. This is precisely what happens when we are moved to
tears, hope and action when watching YL’s Spark Videos of true hero/ines! Now, sustain this!
The good news is, that we can awaken our inner hero/ine by filling our daily lives, minds,
hearts and hands with the thoughts and actions of hero/ines. KEY is to make these TRUE
role models everpresent in our daily lives, through proper media conveying genuine changemaker spirit, and with strong can-do feeling and instant links to action opportunities with felt
impact, uplifting feedback and benefits on one’s personal, idealist and professional paths.

YL online + onsite media, methods, services and
student club community make it possible.

